1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Adequate sleep is vital for developing youth. Inadequate sleep (e.g., high variability of day-to-day sleep duration, sleep deprivation) can result in long-term cognitive, behavioral and functional deficits in developing youth ([@bib0025]). For example, less sleep time and lower sleep quality are related to maladjustment, including unstable mood, academic difficulties, poor cognitive and emotional control, and externalizing and internalizing symptoms ([@bib0025], [@bib0050], [@bib0080], [@bib0075], [@bib0285], [@bib0355], [@bib0360]). Moreover, such poor sleep behavior can result in neural impairments in the developing brain associated with destructive alterations in neural systems ([@bib0170]), including reduced cerebral metabolism, neurogenesis due to increased circulation of the adrenal stress hormone, and gray and white matter alterations ([@bib0140], [@bib0150], [@bib0190], [@bib0235], [@bib0330]).

Inadequate sleep is particularly endemic in adolescence, perhaps because adolescents do not receive the quality environmental context needed for restorative sleep and optimal brain development ([@bib0075]). The transition to middle and high school presents challenges to adolescents' ability to obtain adequate rest at night. For instance, early school start times conflict with their biologically driven circadian phase delay that leads adolescents to prefer later bedtimes ([@bib0055], [@bib0075]). Academic demands require adolescents to stay up late completing school work, which disrupts their sleep time ([@bib0005]). Finally, increased access to technology (e.g., televisions, computers, internet, smart phones) creates evening distractions that result in later bedtime ([@bib0005], [@bib0325], [@bib0345]), while also altering the body's biological sleep patterns (e.g., disrupting melatonin release and circadian rhythm; [@bib0060]). Thus, understanding the environment by which sleep patterns are socialized to youth may increase our understanding of sleep behavior and brain development during this critical phase of development.

As children enter adolescence, parental influence on sleep declines, and adolescents tend to take more control over their own schedule, resulting in more inadequate and irregular sleep patterns. Although adolescence tends to be a developmental period when youth orient more towards their friends and seek more autonomy from their parents ([@bib0240]), sleep largely occurs within the constraints of the family home such that the daily sleep routine of parents can significantly shape the daily sleep routine of adolescents ([@bib0125]). Recently, researchers have focused on social factors, particularly in the home environment, in shaping adolescents' sleep. For instance, the emotional climate, quality of family relationships, and parental monitoring of adolescents' sleep and wake times are key factors shaping adolescents' sleep behavior ([@bib0005], [@bib0100]). An even more proximal contributor to adolescents' sleep is the sleep habits of parents themselves. For instance, correlational research has shown that irregular late bedtimes in parents is related to sleep problems and daytime sleepiness in children ([@bib0185]), parents who sleep less have children who sleep less ([@bib0225]), and there tends to be strong similarities in parents' and children's sleep-wake cycles ([@bib0365]). Moreover, using daily diary methods with independent daily ratings of sleep from adolescents and parents, adolescents' sleep behavior -- when they go to bed, how much they sleep, and when they wake up -- is closely synchronized with parents' sleep patterns ([@bib0125]). Importantly, this daily concordance in sleep patterns holds above and beyond factors such as study time, underscoring the unique and important role of parents' sleep for adolescents' sleep. In addition to research finding concordance in self-report measures, recent work has identified biological concordance in parent-child sleep patterns. For instance, using EEG measures, adolescents' sleep continuity and architecture were closely associated with parents' sleep continuity and architecture ([@bib0180]). Together, this research underscores the important role of parents' sleep in shaping their children's sleep.

Parents and their children engage in high levels of dyadic coordination at the behavioral (e.g., shared affect) and biological level, such as the immediate coordination of ongoing physiological signals (e.g., heart rate; [@bib0110]). Theoretical work suggests that harmonious interpersonal interactions including behavioral and psychological similarity are derived from more in-tuned neural states between two individuals ([@bib0350]), offering a likely neurobiological candidate underlying synchronized behavior in parent-child dyads, namely neural concordance. Indeed, we recently demonstrated that emotional concordance between parents and their adolescent children was associated with more in-tuned neural states within parent-child dyads, and greater neural concordance was associated with better adjustment ([@bib0215]). Therefore, neural concordance may represent a neurobiological marker by which parents and children share daily sleep behaviors.

In the current study, we aimed to examine neural level concordance associated with dyadic sleep concordance and how these two levels of dyadic concordance are associated with adolescents' sleep quality. To this end, we implemented a multimethod analytical approach combining resting state functional neuroimaging, in which both parents and their child underwent an fMRI scan to measure neural concordance and a daily diary method to estimate how sleep time of parent-child dyads fluctuate together across two weeks (i.e., behavioral concordance). We focused on total sleep time as an index of concordant sleep behavior because sleep time is more globally attributable to sleep pattern concordance ([@bib0125]). The benefit of this daily diary approach is two-fold. First, we had independent ratings from both the parent and adolescent child, moving beyond single-reporter studies. Secondly, by asking parents and adolescents to independently report on their sleep time every day for 14 days, we better captured daily sleep patterns than single time-point, self-report measures ([@bib0030]). By asking parents and adolescents each day to report on their sleep time allowed us to estimate the concordance between parent and adolescent sleep at the daily level within dyads, reducing confounds that are present in a between-family approach ([@bib0125]).

To index neural level concordance, we quantified how functional connectivity patterns are similar in parent-child dyads. In particular, we focused on the default mode network (DMN), which represents an intrinsic regulation system that plays a pivotal function for segregating internally and externally directed cognitive processes ([@bib0040], [@bib0120]). Previous evidence indicates that the DMN is one of the main functional networks in the brain that regulates wakefulness including initializing, maintaining, and terminating sleep ([@bib0010], [@bib0155], [@bib0230], [@bib0255]), by changing functional coupling with other independent functional networks (i.e., connectivity pattern of DMN to the other nodes; [@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0255]). Moreover, sleep deprivation is associated with reduced functional connectivity within the DMN as well as between the DMN and other networks ([@bib0085], [@bib0295]), indicating that sleep is not based solely on the DMN *per se* but rather on how the DMN is wired to other networks. Such impaired downregulation of the DMN after sleep deprivation may result in the insufficient allocation of cognitive resources ([@bib0095]), translating to behavioral changes following poor sleep ([@bib0295]).

Hence, the current study examined how parent-child dyadic sleep concordance is related to functional dynamics of the DMN with other networks. To accomplish this, we identified all possible intrinsic networks in the brain including the DMN using independent component analysis (ICA), estimated functional connections between the DMN and all other intrinsic networks, and quantified how similarly the DMN is wired to other brain systems (DMN connectivity similarity) between parents and their child. We used ICA to identify DMN connectivity as opposed to seed-based connectivity patterns, because ICA can estimate each functional network independently based on the linear mixing assumption for temporal coherency ([@bib0015]), and thus provides metrics of both between- and within-network connectivity ([@bib0165], [@bib0175]), whereas seed-based methods only provide one single metric based on the user-specified temporal signal (i.e., seed).

We examined three key questions. First, is daily concordance in sleep time between parents and their adolescent child associated with neural concordance in DMN connectivity? Although prior research has investigated dyadic concordance in sleep behavior between parents and their child focusing on subjective (i.e., self-report daily report; [@bib0125]) and biological (e.g., EEG coherence; [@bib0180]) aspects of sleep, no prior study has examined neurobiological concordance in relation to sleep behavior in parent-child dyads. Second, are daily concordance in sleep and neural concordance in DMN connectivity associated with adolescents' overall sleep quality? We have previously shown that adolescents who show greater affective synchrony and greater neural concordance with their parents report better emotional adjustment ([@bib0215]), suggesting that parent-child neural concordance may confer benefits for youth. Finally, we tested whether neural concordance in DMN connectivity is associated with sleep quality above and beyond the effects of daily concordance in sleep. Such effects would suggest a unique and important role of neural concordance that cannot be measured or explained by self-report measures of sleep.

2. Materials and method {#sec0010}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

28 parent-child dyads participated in the current study (n = 56; parent *M*~age~ = 42.79 years, range = 33--57, 14.29% father; child *M*~age~ = 14.93 years, range = 13--17, 46.43% female). Although no study has examined RSN connectivity concordance between dyads, we based our sample size on previous developmental resting-state fMRI studies ([@bib0130], [@bib0135]). All parent-child dyads were biologically related and provided informed consent/assent, and no participants reported any mental health problems (e.g., current clinical diagnosis or pharmacological intervention for a mental illness).

2.2. Daily concordance in sleep-time {#sec0020}
------------------------------------

Adolescents and their parents each completed daily checklists indicating the amount of time they slept each night for two weeks (for a total of 14 checklists). Both parents and their adolescent child either completed the checklists by accessing a secure website or by using pencil and paper. For those completing with paper/pencil, we monitored completion of the checklists by providing participants with fourteen manila envelopes and an electronic time stamper. The time stamper is a small, hand-held device that imprints the current date and time and is programmed with a security code so that the correct date and time cannot be altered. Participants were instructed to place their completed checklists into a sealed envelope each night and to stamp the seal of the envelope with the time stamper. For those completing the surveys on the secure website, an email with the link to each daily survey was sent separately to the parent and child, and the time and date of completion were recorded via the website. Three adolescent children did not complete the daily checklists.

From these 14 daily reports, we calculated the daily concordance between adolescents' and parents' amount of time slept. The concordance in sleep duration for each dyad was estimated by predicting children's daily sleep time from parents' daily sleep time ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A). Given the nested nature of the data, we used Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) which was designed to analyze nested data of the type that were collected for this study (i.e., daily level data nested within individuals) using HLM 7.01 software ([@bib0280]) as follows:Fig. 1(A) Hierarchical linear model to calculate dyadic concordance in sleep duration. Child's sleep time was predicted by parent's sleep-time on that day. (B) Intrinsic functional networks used in the current study and schematic representation of default-mode-network connectivity estimation. Each "*r*" indicates spatially cross-correlation coefficient value with canonical resting-state network templates acquired from a previous meta-analysis. In the current study, we used RSN maps above 0.4 as cross-correlation threshold. (C) The procedure of default-mode-network concordance calculation. *Fisher r-to-z*-transformed and vectorized connectivity patterns were correlated for each parent-child dyad.Fig. 1

Sleep time on a particular day (*i*) for a particular child (*j*) was modeled as a function of the average amount of sleep time of the parent across days (*b~0j~*) and the parent's amount of time slept that day (*b~1j~*). The empirical Bayes estimate for each dyad over the 14 days was extracted from the statistical model. The empirical Bayes estimate is an optimally weighted average that combines the dyad's average slope and "shrinks" it towards the mean slope of the group ([@bib0090]), such that higher values indicate higher concordance of child's sleep-time based on parent's sleep-time. On average, we found that parent's sleep time does not predict children's sleep time (unstandardized coefficient = 0.072, SE = 0.071, *p = *0.32). Instead, there was significant variability in the empirical Bayes estimate, ranging from −0.28 to 0.38, indicating that some families are desynchronous and others are highly synchronized. One of our primary goals was to test whether neural concordance is associated with this daily sleep concordance.

2.3. Adolescent's sleep quality {#sec0025}
-------------------------------

Adolescents completed the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; [@bib0045]), a standard measure widely used to assess sleep quality for various ages and clinical populations. The 19 questions generate seven clinically derived component scores: daytime dysfunction, sleep duration, sleep disturbances, sleep latency, sleep efficiency, use of sleep medications, and sleep quality. The 7 component scores are summed to obtain a global score ranging from 0 to 21, with higher scores indicating poorer sleep quality and scores less than 16 indicating good sleep quality as recommended by the scale developers. Average sleep quality in the current study was 5.79 (SD = 2.86), ranging from 2 to 12 (α = 0.74). All participants were below the cutoff of 16 for clinically impaired sleep.

2.4. Resting-state fMRI scan {#sec0030}
----------------------------

### 2.4.1. Acquisition and preprocessing {#sec0035}

Both parents and children completed a 6-min resting state brain scan on the same day, during which they were instructed to view a black screen with a white fixation cross. High-resolution structural images (T1-MPRAGE) were acquired first (repetition time or TR = 1.9 s, echo time or TE = 2.3 ms, matrix size = 256 × 256, field of view or FOV = 230 mm, flip angle or FA = 90°, 1 mm isotropic voxel). The resting-state data were acquired from a gradient-echo echo-planar image sequence. The resting-state scan parameters for 15 dyads were 180 volumes, 38 slices with no inter-slice gap, TR = 2 s, matrix = 92 × 92, FOV = 230 mm, FA = 90°, voxel size 2.5 × 2.5 × 3.3 mm^3^, and 6 min duration, and the other 16 dyads were 120 volumes; 36 slices with no inter-slice gap, TR = 3 s, matrix = 64 × 64, FOV = 220 mm, FA = 90°, voxel size 3.5 × 3.5 × 4.0 mm^3^ and 6 min duration. Data preprocessing were performed using FMRIB\'s Software Library (FSL; [www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl){#intr0005}), including skull stripping of structural images with BET, motion correction with MCFLIRT, smoothing with full-width half-maximum 6 mm, masking of non-brain voxels; 128 s high-pass, voxel-wise de-meaning and normalization into 2 mm-MNI-standard via individual T1-weighted anatomical image with FLIRT. Noise signals were identified individually and removed using MELODIC ICA and an automated signal classification toolbox ([@bib0335]; an average of 4.7 components (17.0%) were removed from each participant; mean framewise displacement, FD = 0.03 mm, range = 0.01--0.1 mm; no significant differences in motion between parents and adolescents, t(54) = 0.83, p = 0.41). Although there are several strategies suggested to rigorously correct for motion-related noise in resting state data, such as spike regression with 24-type of motion parameters ([@bib0220], [@bib0300]) and individual high-motion contaminated volume scrubbing ([@bib0265]), several drawbacks of these strategies also exist such that they can introduce overfitting by the use of a large set of nuisance regressors, loss of frequency information, and negative influences on the autocorrelation structure of data as well as a reproducibility issue (please see [@bib0270], [@bib0275]). Therefore, we applied ICA denoising approach for the current analysis given the recent evidence that ICA denoising can effectively enhance the fidelity of data quality regarding controlling noise signal ([@bib0275], [@bib0315]). It has been well demonstrated that RSNs estimated by ICA are less prone to artifactual effects from noise such as physiological signal, global signal fluctuation and motion due to the ability of ICA to account for the existence of such noise effects within additional non-RSN components ([@bib0035], [@bib0070]) with robustness of RSN identification in rs-fMRI ([@bib0260]). Furthermore, a recent study demonstrates that ICA-based denoising can diminish differences due to multi-center and protocol collection in rs-fMRI ([@bib0105], [@bib0245]).

### 2.4.2. Analysis for dyadic neural concordance of default mode network connectivity {#sec0040}

Given our aim to evaluate how the DMN is wired to other independent functional networks, we applied an ICA approach again for group level RSN estimation in addition to motion-denoising, since the ICA approach can provide both metrics for within- and between-network connectivity without *a priori* hypotheses for a specific seed-region ([@bib0165], [@bib0175]).

To calculate between-network connectivity maps, we first estimated each individual-specific time-series of each resting state network (RSN) using the 12 group-level RSN maps previously identified from the group-level ICA analysis in which the current dataset was included ([@bib0210]) at cross-validation threshold of 0.4 (i.e., template-matching procedure with the previous resting-state studies; [@bib0195], [@bib0305], [@bib0310]) ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Using these group-level RSN maps, we performed a linear model estimation against the separate individual data sets yielding subject-specific time-series for each RSN (i.e., temporal regression) ([@bib0115]), yielding individual specific time-courses for each RSN. The estimated individual's time-courses for each RSN were then correlated between the DMN to those of all the other networks (between-RSN networks connectivity matrix around the DMN; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). After Fisher-Z transformation and vectorization of connectivity coefficients, connectivity pattern similarity as a form of multi-voxel pattern similarity analysis was calculated for each parent-child dyad by correlating the pattern vectors ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}C).Fig. 2The relationship between (A) Dyadic sleep concordance and neural concordance of default-mode network (DMN) connectivity, (B) Dyadic neural concordance and child's sleep quality and (C) Dyadic sleep-time concordance and Child's sleep quality in parent-child dyads. Note that lower scores indicate better sleep quality. The Colored-dash line indicates 95% confidence interval of regression lines. The gray dash lines indicate zero points at each axis. \*p \< 0.05 at a 95% CI after bootstrapping resampling (n = 50,000). The gray-colored squares were outliers identified and de-weighted by robust-method ([@bib0250]).Fig. 2

Note that when we reconstructed each RSN component using the current approach, each spatial map and time-course of a given RSN map were estimated while regressing out the effect of other RSNs and unspecified signals including noise components and unspecified components. Therefore, despite the possibility that residual noise signals might exist even after the individual level ICA, given that in the multivariate regression approach, the global nature of residual motion signals that are represented/shared across multiple components can be controlled out within the analysis to a certain extent. This multiple linear regression approach (ICA/temporal regression) has a benefit to estimate and identify RSN specific signals without consideration about the presence of other signal effects which otherwise might negatively impact the valence of functional connectivity ([@bib0020]).

2.5. Analysis plan {#sec0045}
------------------

Given the primary goal of the current study, we used correlational approach to elucidate the relationships between sleep concordance at the behavioral- and neural level and adolescents' sleep quality. In these analyses, we employed a robust method using Robust Correlation Toolbox ([@bib0250]) to reduce possible impact of non-normal, skewed distribution of our sample, and statistical significance was tested by bootstrapping resampling (n = 50,000) at a 95% confidence interval (p \< 0.05). In the analysis, adolescents' age and gender were controlled as possible confounds based on prior work indicating that age and sex can be influential for developmental trajectories of the brain (e.g., [@bib0145], [@bib0320]). Finally, to test the independent associations of behavioral and neural concordance, we conducted multiple regression analyses in SPSS version 24 ([@bib0160]).

3. Results {#sec0050}
==========

3.1. The relationship between dyadic concordance in sleep behavior concordance and neural level concordance {#sec0055}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To link dyadic concordance at both the behavioral and neural level (dyadic concordance in sleep behavior and dyadic neural concordance in DMN connectivity, respectively), we first correlated the association between sleep synchrony and neural concordance in parent-child dyads. We found a significant positive relationship, robust *Pearson r* = 0.35, *p \<* 0.05, 95% CI = \[0.07, 0.61\] indicating that greater synchronized sleep-time is associated with more neural concordance in DMN connectivity in parent-child dyads ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A).

3.2. The relationship between behavioral and neural concordance and adolescents' sleep quality {#sec0060}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we tested the real-life implications of behavioral and neural concordance in parent-child dyads by examining how sleep concordance and neural concordance are associated with adolescents' sleep quality. We found that neural concordance was significantly associated with better sleep quality, robust *Pearson r* = −0.53, *p \<* 0.05, 95% CI = \[−0.78, −0.25\] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). In the same way, behavioral sleep concordance was associated with better sleep quality, robust *Pearson r* = −0.33, *p \<* 0.05 95% CI = \[−0.58, −0.02\] ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C).

Finally, we conducted a multiple regression analysis in which we examined whether neural concordance predicts adolescents' sleep quality above and beyond behavioral sleep concordance. Whereas neural concordance in DMN connectivity predicted better sleep quality (B = −2.66, SE = 0.895, *p* \< 0.05, 95% CI = \[−5.17, −1.14\]), behavioral sleep concordance did not predict sleep quality (B = −3.83, SE = 2.22, *p* \> 0.05, 95% CI = \[−8.52, 0.661\]).

4. Discussion {#sec0065}
=============

Growing public concern and understanding of how we can optimize sleep habits of adolescents is critical to improving their psychological, educational, and physiological well-being ([@bib0025], [@bib0050], [@bib0075], [@bib0285], [@bib0360]). The current findings provide insight into how adolescents' sleep quality may be shaped by their parents in terms of behavioral and neural level sleep concordance. We took a unique, multimethod approach and showed that behavioral level sleep concordance in parent-child dyads measured across 14 days is significantly associated with neural concordance in the DMN's between-network connectivity. Moreover, neural concordance in the DMN between parent-child dyads is associated with more optimal sleep quality in adolescents, above and beyond the effects of daily sleep concordance. Our findings expand previous work ([@bib0125]) by providing the first examination of dyadic neural correlates of sleep concordance with links to sleep quality in adolescents.

Sleep tends to largely occur within the constraints of the family home, and many studies have identified strong links between parents' and adolescents' sleep patterns, using self-report ([@bib0185], [@bib0225], [@bib0365]), daily concordance from multiple reporters ([@bib0125]), and biological similarity (i.e., EEG; [@bib0180]). Yet, no prior study has examined dyadic similarity at the neural level as neurobiological markers that may explain such dyadic concordance in sleep patterns. The brain's functional architecture changes and is tuned gradually by individual's accumulating experiences (e.g., [@bib0130]). Previous studies have demonstrated that even a short-term behavioral manipulation, such as cognitive tasks, can change functional connectivity dynamics between intrinsic brain networks (e.g., [@bib0065]), suggesting that experience tunes the functional architecture of the brain. Therefore, adolescents' DMN connectivity is likely shaped, in part, by accumulated experiences within the family context. Synchronizing sleep behavior between parents and their child may be one way the DMN is reconfigured and becomes neurally in-tuned. In other words, parent-child behavioral dynamics (i.e., similar sleep behaviors) may promote adolescents' well-being by reconfiguring adolescents' functional system to be more similar to their parents' functional system. Alternatively, it is also possible that neural concordance promotes more synchronized sleep patterns between parents and their child such that the general status of the brain's intrinsic networks can serve as a biomarker for predicting individual's behavior (e.g., [@bib0290]). Because our findings are based on the correlational approach and are not longitudinal, we cannot determine whether the functional connectivity patterns preceded and contributed to sleep concordance or vice versa.

Importantly, we observed that there is variability of sleep concordance across dyads. This variability indicates that not all adolescents are necessarily tuned with their parents. That is, sleep and neural connectivity patterns developed in adolescents are not based solely on the sleep and neural connectivity patterns of their parents. Adolescence is a period of social attention shifting beyond family ([@bib0240]) with decreased closeness to their parents ([@bib0340]). Moreover, parental influence on their children's sleep declines during adolescence, and adolescents tend to take more control over their own sleep schedule. Thus, understanding such variability will be important for future research. Given that concordance in sleep behavior and DMN connectivity is associated with more optimal sleep quality, interventions aimed at promoting better sleep should move beyond variables centered on the individual adolescent (e.g., reducing technology use) to a more family-focused approach. By identifying which adolescents are more in-tuned with their parents will be one direction for understanding which youth may benefit most from such a family-focused approach. Indeed, prior work has found that families reporting more closeness tend to show greater similarity in their sleep patterns (e.g., [@bib0180]). Whatever the possible source may be, the current variability indicates that dyadic concordance is a mutual process between parents and children that may vary depending on the context of the family (e.g., high closeness). Future research should unpack what other factors, such as quality of adolescent-parent interactions, are involved in the reconfiguration of neural and behavioral dynamics and how dyadic concordance can change across development by adopting a longitudinal design.

In the current study, we focused on how the DMN is wired to other intrinsic networks. This is because previous studies have indicated that the DMN is significantly involved in wakefulness regulation ([@bib0010], [@bib0155], [@bib0230], [@bib0255]) by changing its connectivity with other networks to initialize and terminate sleep ([@bib0200], [@bib0205], [@bib0255], [@bib0295]). However, in the current study, we did not collect resting state while our participants were asleep. Therefore wiring patterns of the DMN we observed are more likely to be a reflection of intrinsic regulatory processes playing a role in internally and externally directed cognitive processes ([@bib0040], [@bib0120]) rather than capturing ongoing functional dynamics in active sleep regulation. Future studies should examine similarity in functional dynamic changes in the DMN as well as other intrinsic functional networks in parent-child dyads during their actual sleep. Also, given previous evidence highlighting the major role of DMN in sleep, we focused on DMN's between network connectivity. Therefore, we cannot make claims about the specificity of the DMN's connectivity profile in being related to our construct of interest. Thus, it would be informative to observe neural circuit similarity at the global level of the connectome to see how large-scale brain architecture is harmoniously involved in dyadic concordance and shared interpersonal processing (e.g., [@bib0215]). Finally, we focused on global measures of sleep quality using the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI; [@bib0045]). This is a widely used measure that captures clinical levels of poor sleep (i.e., those scoring above 16). While our focus was on global sleep quality, future research should examine multiple aspects of sleep, including insomnia, as well as use more objective measures of sleep with actigraphy. It is possible that different domains of sleep are associated with different neural network connectivity patterns. For example, the degree of anti-correlation in DMN connectivity with other networks (e.g., right frontoparietal network) is related to insomnia (e.g., [@bib0085]). Therefore, future investigation focusing on subcomponents of sleep quality will increase our understanding of the neurobiological basis of sleep. Finally, given the novelty of our approach, and the small sample size, it is important for future research to replicate these effects in larger samples.

In conclusion, a novel feature of the current study is the use of multi-method techniques, including daily diaries across 14 days as well as dyadic brain scans. Our daily diary method to monitor how sleep-time changes day-by-day captures real life experience as it is lived ([@bib0030]) and does not rely on retrospective accounts. To our knowledge, the current dyadic neural concordance analysis is the first empirical analytic approach to evaluate interpersonal neural connectivity beyond one single individual's brain and link it to sleep patterns. Thus, the current multi-level approach significantly contributes to our understanding of adolescents' sleep behavior with a robust and integrated perspective of brain-behavior associations. In sum, we provide the first empirical evidence to highlight the importance of dyadic concordance at both the behavioral and neural level in conferring benefits to adolescents' sleep.
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